
Prime Minister Harper has made no secret of his support
for pipelines which would enable crude oil and bitumen
from Alberta’s tar sands to be shipped to international
markets, where higher prices prevail. Both major
proposals—Keystone XL from Alberta to the US Gulf of
Mexico coast, and Northern Gateway to Kitimat—bypass
central US markets, where increasing tar sands shipments
would otherwise contribute to maintaining the lower prices
based on the West Texas Intermediate benchmark price.
Enbridge, in their Northern Gateway proposal, estimate

that Canada’s producers would make an additional $3 per
barrel if tar sands oil could access Asian markets, where
pricing is linked to Europe’s Brent benchmark price. 
Multiplying this differential by increasing quantities

shipped over 30 years, Canada’s gross domestic product is
modestly estimated by Enbridge to benefit by $270 billion. 
The collection of assumptions underlying this 30-year

estimate are, to say the least, reckless, if not misleading.
However, the calculations do recognize that the domestic
price of crude oil will inevitably rise to match the export
price.
Shockingly, consultants Wright Mansell’s calculations of

a $3 per barrel differential are based on a Muse Stancil

study, using 2009 figures. At that date, Brent and West
Texas Intermediate (WTI) prices were almost the same.
Currently, that differential has reached the $16 per barrel
range.
Competition for pipeline space is one of the ways that

Canadian domestic petroleum product prices can rise to
export prices. In February, tar sands producer Cenovus
made its first shipment to China from Kinder Morgan’s
Westridge terminal in Burnaby (see article in March 8, 2012
Island Tides). 
This was possible because Cenovus had outbid other

shippers for guaranteed space on the Trans Mountain
pipeline. Cenovus squeezed out local supplier Chevron
leaving it with a shortage of WTI cheaper crude. Gasoline
prices in the Lower Mainland and on Vancouver Island have
been rising rapidly over the past few weeks. 
The federal government’s idea of Canada’s national

interest seems to include a significant rise in tar sands crude
prices. But a $16 rise in crude prices could lead to a 16¢ rise
in retail gasoline prices. This would not benefit the Canadian
economy.
Just one more reason for a national energy strategy that

looks beyond the oil industry, Prime Minister. 0
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